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Amy P.1712093203
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Colin R.1711502644

Consultation. Alyssa was very helpful and informative regarding treatment options and costs.
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Tessa P.1711449116

Thrilled with the treatment I have had. Carly is exceptional & very experienced. The whole experience has encouraged me to have more treatments which...  I’m looking forward to. Highly recommend the clinic . It’s very welcoming & a very relaxing atmosphereread more
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Lucy S.1710487280

Really professional service I would highly recommend Elyssa . She explained everything clearly and made me feel comfortable. I had some skin tags...  removed which I had wanted to do for years. I am delighted now.Thank you Alyssa.read more
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marion F.1710429385

From the moment you book in the whole experience is fantastic.  Helen in reception is friendly and welcoming. The environment is calm and well...  thought out. Kay is clearly very experienced and skilled in what she does, from initial consultation to decide treatment plan through to my follow up visit have been faultless.  She clearly explained treatment and results, realistically what could be achieved and what some of the side affects could be along with preventative aftercare.  Nothing is too much trouble, she took time to listen to my needs/wants and had advised me on further treatments.  I am so happy I have already booked in again.  Thank youread more
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Naomi B.1710269065

Caron done a fantastic job microblading my eyebrows,felt so at ease,thank you so much .
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Lynette S.1710179022

Such a positive experience today.Elyssa made me feel instantly comfortable.She fully explained the procedure and after care.Elyssa is an asset to...  the Karma Clinic and clearly has lots of experience and knowledge.Thank you Elyssa :)read more
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Michelle B.1709047352

Service was excellent from the first email.Elyssa was very friendly, explained everything in detail and even fitted me in the same day for...  treatment!Extremely happy with the outcome and follow up. Would highly recommend.read more
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Sarah jane Champion De C.1708451765

My therapist was amazing! She made me feel calmer.. Cannot wait to start my treatment.
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Gillian R.1708437040

Ruth was excellent, she was very knowledgeable and she gave me lots of advice about my skincare. I'd definitely come back again.
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Caroline A.1707770442

I had a treatment with Elyssa. She made sure I was fully informed before starting and comfortable during the procedure. Lovely lady who made me feel...  very comfortable and very gifted at what she does. Thank youread more
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Kay G.1707386531

Very friendly staff.  I had my treatment carried out by Carly who was very professional and talked me through the whole process of my treatment.I...  would highly recommend to friends and family.read more
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Audrey C.1707338076

Thank you for my fantastic brows.
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Haseeb W.1706693326

Allyssa is just amazing - she understands your needs, discusses options and then does the job very professionally. She then follows you up toensure...  that everything has gone as planned. She is an asset to the Karma Clinic.read more
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Brenda J.1706195685

Excellent service. Elyssa is always very friendly and makes me feel very comfortable.Always explains to make sure you understand what is being done.
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Lesley R.1706134899

Always a pleasure to receive a treatment. Calm and relaxing with extremely polite/ helpful staffRecommend to all
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Shannon E.1706132611

Highly recommend this clinic. Lovely receptionist. Easy to park. Carly did a fantastic job of micro blading my eyebrows and made me feel at ease with...  her friendly, professional manner. Will be going back for sure. 10/10 💚read more
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Sarah M.1706126699

Elyssa was amazing - incredibly knowledgeable, caring and put me at ease immediately. I would recommend her and the procedure. Many thanks again!
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Joe C.1706116779

Brilliant service by Elyssa Rose at Karma Clinic
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Christine M.1705427035

As always, great result from eyebrow colour boost. Staff are friendly and very professional. Would not hesitate to recommend to others.
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agatastepien0011705151567

Very happy with the whole experience. Elyssa was brilliant, very professional, advised me the right type of treatment moving forward. Would recommend...  Elyssa to anyone.read more
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Jayne M.1705056494

Elyssa was so lovely and very professional. She guided me through every part of the process when removing my cyst. Very friendly and welcoming. Thank...  youread more
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Lynda 4.1704923564

Amazing! Treatment done straight away and much easier than I expected! Would definitely highly recommend Elyssa and return again! Thank you!!
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Lisa O.1704822954

Ruth was superb as always. Wouldn’t go anywhere else.
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Jennifer D.1702135143

Eylissa was lovely. Great attitude..friendly made me feel relaxed and totally informed.Brilliant
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Franzella F.1702052175

Lovely friendly professional therapist!
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qamar K.1702040879

Excellent customer service and very professional and experience staff with very good knowledge of treatment. Thanks 😊
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Ann M.1701804181

Wonderful treatment by Caron
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Audrey M.1701441895

Excellent treatments as always. My skin was glowing as I left. Really happy with the care and attention to detail Ruth applies to her work. Very...  professional.read more
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El P.1700742822

Kay was very helpful, well informed and overall nice to speak to with her approach, tone and letting me ask all my numerous questions. Has a good...  experience and am now well informed about my treatment options, what your clinic offers and what would work for me. (Have not had any treatment as of yet so cannot comment on that)read more
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Laraine L.1700650154

Ruth is like a ray of sunshine. She bathes you in calmness and relaxation throughout your treatment. It's always a pleasure.
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Alison C.1700604099

Friendly professional service, always great results.
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Rose D.1699912128

Went to see Elyssa today at the karma clinic at the Belmore centre, Stoke Mandeville , for my follow up appointment Six weeks after my lesion...  removal, I am extremely happy with the result, and found Elyssa as professional and friendly as when I first had the procedure.read more
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luci T.1699704666

I went to the Karma clinic for a consulation with Elyssa Rose. A warm atmosphere and friendly welcome from her instantly put me at ease. I was talked...  through the process of the treatment  and any questions I had were explained thoroughly.  I was so pleased with how the consultation went, that I have booked in to have the treatment.read more
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Gillian P.1699284441

Friendly and professional. Made me feel confident and comfortable with suggested treatments
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Tb 56 5.1698323125

I would like to say a BIG ‘Thank You’ to Carly, she was fantastic, considering I did not really know what I wanted regarding my eyebrows, other than...  for them to look natural. Carly made me feel relaxed and confident that she would do the best for me. I am so thrilled with the results and cannot thank her enough.read more
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J R1698238506

Caron is the most wonderful and caring person I know. I look forward to my yearly trip for my eyebrows top up. As always my eyebrows were done to...  perfection. Thank you 💕read more
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Elen H1698058463

Elyssa was professional, calm and kind. Very pleased with the appointment and would happily recommend her.
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Ali C.1697725260

Following a consultation that left me feeling very calm I returned to have a skin tag removed from under my eye. Elyssa Rose was excellent I felt...  very relaxed during the treatment. The results are amazing and I would definitely recommend.read more
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Caroline P.1697207692

A calm professional atmosphere. Given full information of treatment and procedures and put at ease.Friendly and welcoming.Highly recommended
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elaine B.1697121215

I would highly recommend Carly ! Fabulous top up on my eyebrows today , thank you x
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Katie B.1697112873

Carly was very patent and attentive with regard to getting my brow shape just the way I wanted. Checked in with me regularly to ensure I was...  comfortable. I am delighted with my brows, they look greatread more
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Carla S.1696596718

Excellent friendly service - made to feel relaxed from start to end of treatment.Would definitely recommend Carly and very happy with treatment...  received .read more
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Amazing people who truly care
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Dave W.1696010244

Second visit, Elyssa is very professional and caring, I have no hesitation in highly recommending
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